LUMINAIRE
Floodlighting
Temporary
108-27

POLE MOUNTED LUMINAIRE

1. Direct luminaire axis to within the limits of the near traffic lane unless specified otherwise.
2. Direct luminaire axis to edge of pavement unless specified otherwise.

POLE:
Roadway Pavement
Horizontal operation.
For base - down to 108-27 lane unless specified otherwise.
Direct luminaire axis to within the limits of the near traffic lane unless specified otherwise.

LUMINAIRE:
250 Watt High Pressure Sodium
Mounting Height
35' Min.

LAMP:
Center of Light Source

POLE:
Wood, class 4 (typical)
Height
17' Min. Mounting Height

Possible Contract Item:
Possible Tabulation:
Pavement offset
108-27

Roadway Pavement
Elevation
Center of Light Source
Luminaire Axis